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ABSTRACT
Protein backbones have characteristic secondary
structures, including a-helices and b-sheets. Which
structure is adopted locally is strongly biased by the
local amino acid sequence of the protein. Accurate
(probabilistic) mappings from sequence to structure
are valuable for both secondary-structure prediction
and protein design. For the case of a-helix caps, we
testwhethertheinformationcontentofthesequence–
structure mapping can be self-consistently improved
by using a relaxed definition of the structure. We
derive helix-cap sequence motifs using database
helix assignments for proteins of known structure.
These motifs are refined using Gibbs sampling in
competition with a null motif. Then Gibbs sampling
isrepeated, allowing forframeshifts of 61amino acid
residue, in order to find sequence motifs of higher
total information content. All helix-cap motifs were
found to have good generalization capability, as
judged by training on a small set of non-redundant
proteins and testing on a larger set. For overall pre-
diction purposes, frameshift motifs using all training
examples yielded the best results. Frameshift motifs
using a fraction of all training examples performed
bestintermsoftruepositivesamongtoppredictions.
However, motifs without frameshifts also performed
well, despite a roughly one-third lower total informa-
tion content.
INTRODUCTION
Two secondary structures, a-helices and b-sheets, can be
used to classify the secondary structure of  60% of the
backbone residues in folded proteins. Individual amino acid
residues are known to have different propensities to form
one or the other of these structures. The ends or ‘caps’ of
a-helices in natural proteins are also known to have speciﬁc
amino acid propensities. The ﬁrst systematic survey of
helix caps, by Richardson and Richardson (1), identiﬁed pre-
ferred residues atspeciﬁcsites ofthe N- andC-terminated caps
of 215 a-helices. Later systematic studies of 1131 helices by
Kumar and Bansal (2), and of 1316 helices by Aurora and
Rose (3), reinforced the evidence for preferred residues, while
Goliaei and Minuchehr (4) reported preferred neighboring
residue pairs in the caps of a set of 2177 helices. A study
of 8227 helices by Engel and DeGrado (5) reported
position-dependent propensities throughout the length of a
helix.
Residue preferences derive from the energetics of helix-cap
formation. In particular, the ﬁrst residues of the N-terminus
have backbone N-H groups available for hydrogen bonding,
while the last residues of the C-terminus have backbone C¼O
groups available for hydrogen bonding (see Figure 1). Satis-
faction of these backbone hydrogen bonds by sidechains (1,6),
as well as stabilizing hydrophobic interactions (3), and inter-
actions with the helix dipole (1) may all contribute to amino
acid preferences at the helix ends.
All these previous studies relied on speciﬁc, though some-
what different, structural criteria to identify helix caps. Ncap
and Ccap, the helix-like residues at N- and C-termini of a helix
segment, have commonly been assigned in terms of f and y
angles, hydrogen bonding, and a-carbon positions, possibly
with restrictions on changes in the direction of the local helix
axis. The set of examples satisfying each structural helix-cap
deﬁnition gives rise to a sequence motif.
Unfortunately, the use of different structural criteria often
result in different assignments of Ncap and Ccap. Indeed,
different secondary-structure-assignment methods often dis-
agree about the location of the ends of a-helices, b-strands
and turns/random coils (7–14). Fourrier et al. (8) reported that
between any two of ﬁve widely used structure assignment
methods, the percentage of residues in agreement ranged
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doi:10.1093/nar/gki842from 95% (STRIDE versus DSSP) to as low as 61% (DEFINE
versus DSSP) and that much of this discrepancy was due
to uncertainty about cap positions. Rost et al. (9) reported
similar discrepancies. Some view structural uncertainty as
an unavoidable consequence of the dynamic nature of
proteins (9,10), while others have attempted to avoid uncer-
tainty by deﬁning distinct subpopulations of helices and
helix caps (11–15).
Fortunately, the precise identiﬁcation of Ncap and Ccap
sites by rigid structural criteria is not strictly necessary for
protein sequence analysis. For example, for both secondary-
structure prediction and protein design, one may wish to
know whether a particular sequence is likely to form a
helix cap, with no need to precisely identify the Ncap and
Ccap residues. In this scenario, the use of only structural
criteria may result in weaker predictive power compared
with a sequence-based method. We therefore decided to revisit
the problem of helix-cap prediction using a ‘structure-free’
approach.
Speciﬁcally, starting from the structure-based helix-cap
assignments in the Molecular Modeling Database (MMDB)
(16), we used a Gibbs-sampling algorithm on cap sequences
to self-consistently reassign Ncap and Ccap sites by shifts
of up to ±1 residue. Following this methodology yields
sequence motifs constructed to predict the approximate
position of helix caps. In this demonstration of the algorithm,
we train using only positive helix cap examples—for a global
secondary structure predictor, please see the review (17). Our
conclusion is that structure- and sequence-based methods are
highly consistent, but that sequence-based methods, such as
the one implemented here, offer some advantages for
secondary-structure prediction and design.
METHODS
Protein datasets
Training datasets of varying size were provided by the non-
redundant PDB (18) sequences according to an NCBI
ﬁle (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/Structure/VAST/nrpdb.html ﬁle
nrpdb.032002), which arranges non-redundant PDB protein
chains according to BLAST similarity scores. A representative
set of dissimilar protein sequences is successively subdivided
to form a tree structure. At the lowest level of this tree, one
representative PDB entry was provided for each of 10888
distinct protein sequence. The top level of this tree uses a
value of 10
 7 for the BLAST p-value as a similarity cutoff.
This top level provided a representative set of 2414 protein
sequences ( 8600 helices). We report results using these rep-
resentative sequences with equal weights. All calculations
were repeated using the full set of non-identical protein
sequences as well (with example weights adjusted for the
tree fan-out) with only slight changes in the results. For the
representative set, scoring and assigning length 7 (heptamer)
motifs required  455000 windows into the sequences, while
the full set required  2 million sequence windows. Our con-
verged motifs are typically the result of 24–48 h of run time on
a 933 MHz PC.
Secondary-structure assignments
We considered three secondary structure states: helix ‘H’,
sheet ‘S’ and other (turn ‘T’ or random coil ‘.’). We used
the MMDB secondary structure assignments rather than the
original PDB assignments because the MMDB assignments
seemedmoreconservative.Forexample,thePDBassignments
included helices too short to support an intra-helix hydrogen
bond. The MMDB helix assignment uses the Protein Know-
ledge Base programs and database of (19) (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.
gov/pub/pkb/). Similar to the algorithm of Richardson and
Richardson (1), these helix assignments are based on Ca dis-
tance constraints. For MMDB helices, Ca–Ca distance matrix
elements for eight consecutive residues had to be within 0.2 A ˚
of those of a canonical helix (see Supplementary Data for the
distance matrix of a canonical helix). As such, we are working
with helices whose axes are close to linear over a span of eight
residues. Caps used for our training were required to have at
least four helix residues ﬂanked by at least 2 turn/random coil
assignments. This resulted in 8621 training examples for
Ncaps from the representative set of sequences and 39843
from the full set, and approximately equal numbers of Ccaps.
We used the MMDB structural deﬁnition of helix caps as a
starting point in the search for strong helix-cap sequence
motifs. We also used the MMDB cap assignments to judge
how well our sequence motifs predict the approximately cor-
rect (±1 residue) location of helix caps. In principle, any reas-
onable structural deﬁnition of helix caps (e.g. the DSSP or
PDB one) could equally well have been used as both a starting
point and a comparison standard for our sequence-based
algorithm of identifying motifs.
A reduced number of secondary structure classes were
deﬁned using regular expressions. These classes were used
to see the structural features that were actually predicted by
sequence motifs, and to evaluate ROC (receiver operator char-
acteristic) scores and TPF (true positive fraction) scores, as
N2’ N1’
C1’ C2’
Ncap
N3
N2
N1
Ccap
C2
C3
C1
(a) (b)
Figure 1. A figure showing helix caps, first in 3D and then in a projected
helical-net representation. (a) Backbone of a-helix with N-terminus at bottom
and C-terminus at top. According to convention, the last residue that forms a
backbone hydrogen bond to the helix is denoted ‘Ncap’ at the N-terminus and
‘Ccap’ at the C-terminus. Alternate residues are outlined. (b) Helical-net re-
presentation of the same a-helix, showing Ncap and Ccap residues and their
neighbors. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines.
5344 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 16described below. Each residue was uniquely assigned to 1 of
the 21 classes (Table 1). Following (3), Cn0 (Nn0) denotes a
residue n outside the C (N) terminus of a helix segment, while
Cn (Nn) denotes a helix residue n away from a cap position. A
helix- or sheet-cap residue was a ﬁrst (Ncap, Nsheet) or last
(Ccap, Csheet) helix or sheet residue in a contiguous segment
of such residues. Hloop and Sloop denote short turn sequences
betweenhelix or sheet assignments and serve to avoid ambigu-
ous assignment of a turn/random coil residue as both a Cn0 of a
preceding structure and an Nn0 of the following one.
Gibbs sampling
The general approach to the local multiple-alignment problem
is to assign regions in each input sequence to ‘motifs’ in such a
way that the set of assignments maximizes a function. In one
approach, a set of N assignments deﬁnes probabilities pi(r) for
sequence elements r to occur at each position i, and the
maximized function is the information content
IC ¼ N
X L
i¼1
X
r2S
pi r ðÞ log
pi r ðÞ
pi r ðÞ
: 1
In our case, the motiflength Ldescribes acontiguous sequence
of residues r from an alphabet S of 20 amino acids. Here, pi(r)
is an a priori probability forresidue r given position i.As inthe
Gibbs sampler of (20) we used ﬁxed priors, usually a site-
independent p(r). Gibbs sampling is the preferred algorithm to
efﬁciently converge on a high-quality solution to the local
multiple-alignment problem of maximizing Equation 1 (21).
The output ofthe Gibbs sampler isastatistical model,ormotif,
which is the most informative one describing a set of input
sequences.
We implemented a version of Gibbs sampling in C++ fol-
lowing the basic algorithm in (22), in which further mathem-
aticaldetailsmaybefound.Ourcapmotifsareweightmatrices
of pi(r) values. Sequence windows not assigned to a motif are
handled by assigning them to the ‘null motif’ whose probab-
ilities p(r) are equal to the prior probability p(r). Our prior
probabilities were derived from the amino acid distribution
over the set of input sequences from which caps were selected.
First-order motifs
For a given sequence window {Ri}i¼1..L, the ﬁrst-order
probability is P 1 ðÞ¼
QL
i¼1 pi Ri ðÞ and the score for one of
our motifs pi(r)i s
Score ¼
QL
i¼1 pi Ri ðÞ
QL
i¼1 p Ri ðÞ
: 2
Gibbs sampling operates by assigning sections of input
sequences (windows) to competing motifs probabilistically,
givingmotifswithhigherscoresahigherchancetobeassigned
a particular sequence window. As soon as the assignment is
made, that motif is updated, so that its subsequent scores better
reﬂect its current set of assigned sequence windows. The algo-
rithm iterates, continually reassigning sequence windows to
motifs and allowing the motifs to change. Generally, the
motifs converge to comprise stable subsets of sequence win-
dows, each of which ‘matches’ a single motif. By default, all
motifs compete on equal footing; however, for some of our
results we artiﬁcially favored certain motifs in order to control
the total number of assigned sequence windows (23).
Second-order motifs
To test the predictive power of more general motifs, we
extended the algorithm to support arbitrary motif models.
In particular, our program also supports second-order
motifs [site–site–residue–residue probabilities pij(rs)] and
second-order priors, similar to the treatment of (24). In a
second-order motif, for sites i and j, and residues r and s,
the score for a sequence is based on the probability given
by Equation (3),
P 2 ðÞ¼
Q
1<i<j<L pij rs ðÞ
QL
i¼1 pi r ðÞ
L 2 3
¼
Y L
i¼1
pi r ðÞ
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
First order model
·
Y
1<i<j<L
aij rs ðÞ ‚ 4
where
aij rs ðÞ ¼
pij rs ðÞ
pi r ðÞ pj s ðÞ
: 5
All quantities in P
(2) may be evaluated by counting site–site–
residue–residue occurrences. Equation 4 illustrates how a
second-order motif can be viewed as a ﬁrst-order motif modi-
ﬁed by second-order corrections aij(rs). Values of aij(rs)
above (below) 1.0 signal particular residue pairs occurring
more (less) frequently than the underlying ﬁrst-order motif
would predict.
Z-scores for site–site–residue–residue pairs were calculated
as follows. Given a set of examples deﬁning a motif, the
expected number of counts eij(rs) is the product of a prior
probability (see below) and the total number of examples,
with an assumed standard deviation of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
eij rs ðÞ
p
.T h e
Z-score is the number of standard deviations away from the
expected number of counts. For example, if we observe oij(rs)
counts, then the Z-score is oij rs ðÞ   eij rs ðÞ
  
=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
eij rs ðÞ
p
.
Z-scores for second-order motifs may be calculated using
Table 1. Performance of length 7 MMDB Ncap and Ccap motifs, pall
i r ðÞ , measured by ROC scores (·100) for a range of secondary-structure classes
Motif Turn Hloop Sloop N20 N10 Ncap N1 Helix C1 Ccap C10 C20 SheetN20 SheetN10 Nsheet SheetN1 Sheet SheetC1 Csheet SheetC10 SheetC20
Ncap 51 50 55 55 60 76 65 52 36 36 40 48 57 62 59 56 42 36 44 48 50
Ccap 42 57 49 44 41 38 39 62 75 81 67 56 42 39 36 34 48 56 55 49 43
Null 50 51 49 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 49 50 50 50 50
Motifsweredirectlydetermined fromthe8621MMDBNcapsand8735Ccaps,withoutusingGibbssampling.Intesting,theNcapmotif,Ccapmotifandnull motif
competed for sequences in each class; we used strict MMDB testing, i.e. no sequence frameshifts were allowed. ROC scores of 0.6 or more are in bold typeface.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 16 5345the underlying ﬁrst-order model pi(r) as a prior. The highest
Z-scores signal the most signiﬁcant deviations from the ﬁrst-
order motif. Chi-squared estimates for various motifs were
calculated as sums of squares of Z-scores.
Motif scores for Gibbs sampling are P
(2) values divided by
prior probabilities. As in Equation 2, we used the site-
independent prior probabilities p(r) derived from the global
amino acid distribution. Results deﬁned using priors from
helical regions and second-order priors, and details about
our implementation, are available in Supplementary Data.
Training helix-cap motifs
Two types of motif training were implemented. In the ﬁrst, we
used the MMDB assignments of Ncap and Ccap positions.
Gibbs sampling was used to assign each helix cap to the con-
stantly updated cap motif or to the ﬁxed null motif, until
convergence. We refer to motifs trained in this way as
Gibbs–MMDB motifs. Ncap and Ccap motifs were trained
separately.
In the second type of motif training, we used the MMDB
assignments only as an approximate guide to the Ncap and
Ccap positions. This was carried out by assigning three pos-
sible windows to every cap: a 0,  1 and +1 ‘reading frame’,
where 0 is the MMDB assignment. Gibbs sampling was then
used to determine both the frame assignment and assignment
to the cap motif or null motif in a self-consistent manner. We
call motifs trained in this fashion frameshift motifs. Adding
the ﬂexibility of frameshifts can only result in stronger
sequence motifs. The price paid is that we are allowed to
deviate from the original structural assignment.
For both Gibbs–MMDB motifs and frameshift motifs, we
separately trained motifs of lengths 7, 9, 11 and 13 residues.
For training Gibbs–MMDB motifs, windows were centered at
the MMDBNcap/Ccap positions, while±1 shiftswereallowed
in frameshift-motif training. For all trained motifs, we veriﬁed
convergence from multiple motif initializations.
Testing helix-cap motifs
While training used sequence windows only at cap regions, all
sequence windows were used for testing. To quantify the
ability of our motifs to predict helix caps, we used the method
of ROC (25). To generate an ROC curve, one ﬁrst ranks all the
scores of a classiﬁer from highest to lowest. As the rank
number increases (decreasing score), one plots the cumulative
number oftrue positives versus the cumulativenumber offalse
positives. Axes are renormalized to [0,1] and the integral
under the ROC curve is the ROC score. The ROC score for
a perfect predictor is 1.0, and the ROC score for a random
predictor is 0.50.
Since we trained both Ncap and Ccap motifs, when testing
we typicallyrananNcapmotif,aCcapmotifandthenullmotif
simultaneously, assigning a given sequence window to the
motif with the highest score given by Equation 2.
Similar to motif training, two types of motif testing were
implemented. In the ﬁrst type of testing, sequences were
assigned to the top-scoring motif, and the MMDB assignments
were taken to be the true helix caps for purposes of determin-
ing true positives. We refer to this as MMDB testing. In the
second type of testing, regions that were not helix caps were
treated the same as above. However, MMDB helix caps were
scored against each competing motif three times, for frame-
shifts 0,  1 and +1. The highest of these scores was used to
assign the sequence to a motif; assignments frameshifted by 0,
 1o r+1 from the MMDB assignment were all considered to
be true positives. We refer to this as frameshift testing. Frame-
shift testing allows us to test how well our sequence-based
frameshift motifs predict proximity to a structure-based helix-
cap assignment.
In addition to generating ROC scores, we also evaluated the
fraction of true positives among the top 500 test examples,
TPF500. While the ROC score reﬂects the global predictive
power of a motif, the TPF500 reﬂects the success of the motif
in correctly predicting those sequences most likely to be
helix caps.
RESULTS
MMDB-motif performance
We ﬁrst report a straightforward approach, without Gibbs
sampling, using the statistics of all MMDB helix caps in
the representative set of sequences to deﬁne Ccap and Ncap
motifs, i.e. probabilities for residue r at helix-cap position i,
pall
i r ðÞ . We refer to these structurally derived motifs as
MMDB motifs. We tested the ability of MMDB motifs to
identify their corresponding helix caps, and, as a control, to
identify other secondary-structure elements as well. In the test
procedure, the Ccap motif, the Ncap motif and the null motif
competed for sequences from various secondary-structure
classes (according to MMDB annotation). Each sequence
window was assigned to the motif with the highest score
given by Equation 2. This left a set of sequence windows
withvarious MMDB secondary-structure annotations assigned
to each of the three motifs. The predictive ability of each motif
for each secondary-structure class is shown in Table 1 as ROC
scores (see Methods). Reassuringly, the MMDB motifs’ ROC
scores were highest for the cap each motif was trained to
predict.
Secondary-structure classes with ROC scores <0.5 indicate
that the cap motif discriminates against such secondary struc-
tures. Conversely, high ROC scores, other than for the trained
class, indicate secondary structures that may confuse the cap
motif. Table 1 shows that the Ncap motif is sometimes con-
fused by SheetN10 sheet-cap sequences (TTTSS secondary
structure), and that the Ccap motif can be confused by
helix regions. For all secondary-structure classes, throughout
all our testing, the null motif always had ROC scores of
0.50 ± 0.02.
Interestingly,bothMMDB motifs faredwell aspredictorsof
cap positions close (±1) to the positions assigned by the
MMDB. In other words, the MMDB motif is already a reas-
onable predictor of proximity to a structurally deﬁned helix
cap. We will ﬁnd frameshift sequence motifs to be even better
predictors of such proximity.
Table 2 shows ROC scores for sequence motifs of different
lengths. In all cases, ROC scores increased as motif length
changed from 7 to 13 residues. Again, offsets of ±1 residue
from the MMDB helix-cap assignments also have signiﬁcant
ROC scores.
We checked the ability of sequence motifs to generalize to
unseen examples by testing on sequences from the full dataset.
5346 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 16ROC scores for testing on the full dataset were essentially
indistinguishable (±1%) from those in Table 2.
Next, we used Gibbs sampling to train helix-cap motifs in
competitionwith anullmotif.Thisapproachassignstothenull
motif all residue sequences more likely to be drawn from the
background distribution than from the cap motif, and these
sequences do not contribute to the deﬁnition of the cap motif.
In unbiased competition with the null motif, the Ncap motif
used 52% of training examples to deﬁne itself while the Ccap
motif used 59%. For the Gibbs–MMDB motifs trained in this
way, the general trends were identical to those in Table 2;
however, ROC scores, which measure overall predictive suc-
cess, were reduced across the board by 1–6%.
While including the null motif in the training slightly
reduced the overall ROC scores, these Gibbs–MMDB motifs
yielded more correct predictions among the highest-scoring
sequences. For the untrained MMDB motifs of Table 1, the
500 top-scoring heptamers from the representative set
included 35% (40%) correctly predicted Ncaps (Ccaps). For
the Gibbs–MMDB motifs, these success rates were increased
to 42% (47%). Henceforth, all motifs we consider are gener-
ating by Gibbs sampling using a null motif during training.
Frameshift motif performance
We noted in Tables 1 and 2 that the MMDB motifs were often
good predictors for helix caps shifted by ±1 residue from the
MMDB assignment. This suggests that some of the MMDB
structure-based assignments might be improved, from the
point of view of consistency with sequence motifs, by a frame-
shift of ±1 residue. We therefore used Gibbs sampling to train
frameshift Ncap and Ccap motifs (see Methods). Since each
motif was trained in competition with the null motif, the frac-
tion of helix-cap examples used to deﬁne each motif was
variable [controlled by an expected prior fraction and ‘belief
in prior’ parameters (23)].
Figure 2 shows that about half the Ncaps and two-thirds of
the Ccapshave been shiftedfromthe MMDB assignment. This
may be a reﬂection of the higher backbone entropy of the
Ccap, as shown in Brasseur’s analysis of the allowed f, y
regions in Ramachandran plots of the DSSP assignments (26).
For all numbers of deﬁning examples Ncaps remained pref-
erentially at the positions assigned in the MMDB; however,
Ccaps were most often frameshifted by  1 (toward the helix
interior) compared with the MMDB assignments.
In Figure 3, we compare the performance of frameshift
motifs with Gibbs–MMDB motifs (no frameshift) as a
function of the number of examples used to deﬁne the
motifs. For all motifs, we used frameshift testing, i.e. a cap
assignment within ±1 of the MMDB assignment was
considered correct.
Figure 3a shows ROC scores for the various motifs. ROC
score differences between frameshift motifs and Gibbs–
MMDB motifs are small. All ROC scores increase slightly
with number of examples—as might be expected since ROC
scores measure the global performance of the motifs on all
sequences. In contrast, Figure 3b shows that frameshift motifs
Table 2. Performance of various length MMDB Ncap and Ccap motifs,
measured by ROC scores (·100)
Motif length (residues) Ncap motif Ccap motif
N10 Ncap N1 C1 Ccap C10
76 0 7 6 6 5 7 5 8 1 6 7
96 5 7 8 6 9 7 7 8 3 7 1
11 68 80 72 78 84 73
13 70 82 75 79 85 75
MMDBmotifsweredefined,withoutGibbssampling,usingallthehelixcapsin
the representative set of sequences, as in Table 1.
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parts in correctly identifying helix caps among the 500 top-
scoring sequences. All TPF500 scores decrease with number of
examples. (TPF100 scores behave similarly. We report TPF500
scores to include more sequence diversity.) Note that Ccap
ROC and TPF500 scores are consistently better than corres-
ponding Ncap scores. As expected, motifs deﬁned using small
subsets of sequences do better in predicting the best positive
examples (high TPF500), but such highly speciﬁc motifs gen-
eralize less well (poorer ROC scores).
Examples of generated motifs
In this section, we present some comparisons between
sequence motifs generated by our Gibbs-sampling algorithm
and the sequence motifs derived from the MMDB structural
assignments. More extensive sequence motif comparisons (as
well as the motif datasets themselves) may be found in the
Supplementary Data. There we also present four published
sequence motifs corresponding to rigid structural criteria, as
well as sequence motifs corresponding to MMDB and PDB
structural assignments, and compare these with our frameshift
motifs.
In Figures 4 and 5, we show examples of motifs for Ncaps
and Ccaps, respectively. Panels (a) show Gibbs–MMDB
motifs, i.e. with no frameshift from the MMDB assignments,
while panels (b) and (c) show frameshift motifs using increas-
ing fractions of deﬁning examples. For both helix caps, a
frameshift motif with approximately the same number of
deﬁning examples as the Gibbs–MMDB motif [(b) versus
(a)] increased the total information content by  33%. For
all motifs, the information content per site,
Srpi r ðÞ log2 pi r ðÞ ½  = p r ðÞ ½  , is small for the 20 and 30 turn
sites. In both Figures 4 and 5, all motifs seem to display an
alternation of information content as one progresses from the
turn region into the helix.
In Figure 4, comparing panels (a) and (b) shows that allow-
ing frameshifts reinforced the strongest N1 and N10 features:
the frameshift motif in Figure 4b consists almost exclusively
of DSTPNG (i.e. small/polar residues) at the N10 site.
Similarly, comparing panels (a) and (b) for the Ccaps in
Figure 5 shows that allowing frameshifts (b) produced more
‘forbidden’ residues (white squares) at positions C3 through
C10. The strong preference for a G at C10 in panel (a) has been
lowered in panel (b) in favor of a more precise description of
sites C1 and C3 in the helix portion. For example, the C3 site
consists almost exclusively of the hydrophobic residues
AVILFMWY.
How can we quantify the changes introduced in motifs by
frameshifting? Motif probabilities reﬂect the energetics of cap
formation. The physically important entries in a motif can be
characterized by the direction ^ E E of a vector comprised only of
the favorable (stabilizing) interaction energies, with all the
unfavorable interaction energies set to zero, Ei(r) ¼ min
{ log [pi(r)/p(r)], 0}. This neglect of unfavorable interaction
energies, i.e. low counts, is essential because Gibbs sampling
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Figure 4. ExamplesofNcapmotifs.Showningrayscaleisp(residue|site)/p(residue),i.e.thenormalizedprobabilityforeachaminoacid-residuetypefora7-residue
Ncap motif. p(residue) is the proportion of each residue type found in the entire representative set of proteins. Total information content per site (in bits) is shown
along the bottom of the matrices. During motif training, competition with the null motif selected a self-consistent set of Ncaps to define each motif. The Gibbs–
MMDBmotifin(a)isdefinedby4769MMDBNcapsselectedfromatotalof8551viaanunbiasedcompetitionwiththenullmotif.Theframeshiftmotifsin(b)and
(c)aredefinedbyMMDBNcapsallowinga±1residueshift:in(b),thecompetitionwiththenullmotifwasbiasedtoselectapproximatelythesamenumberofNcaps
(4792) as in (a). In (c), unbiased competition with the null motif led to selection of 6832 Ncaps.
5348 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 16drops many real cap sequences from the ﬁnal count. We can
compare two motifs A and B by measuring the overlap
between their stabilization-energy vectors, ^ E EA · ^ E EB.I n
Figures 4 and 5, the overlap between the Gibbs–MMDB
motif [panel (a)] and our frameshift motif [panel (b)] is
0.95 for Ncaps and 0.89 for Ccaps. To put these overlaps in
perspective, random shufﬂing of the residues at each site of the
frameshift motifs yielded overlaps of  0.2.
Adequacy of motif description
An important question is whether our motifs, which treat each
site in a helix cap as independent, provide an adequate descrip-
tion of naturally occurring caps. Expectations from our
ﬁrst-order motifs for site–site–residue–residue pairs were
compared with observed counts (see Methods). The chi-
squared values for full second-order motifs were only  10%
higher than the number of degrees of freedom, indicating that
residue frequencies at particular sites are largely independent.
However, Z-scores did indicate a small subset of signiﬁcant
pairwise correlations. We obtained second-order motifs using
the set of deﬁning examples from the frameshift motifs of
Figures 4b and 5b. In this analysis, high positive Z-scores
indicate residue pairs that occur more frequently than one
would expect from the ﬁrst-order motif. This suggests that
the residues ‘cooperate’ to favor helix-cap formation. Negat-
ive Z-scores (anticorrelations) indicate residue pairs that occur
less frequently than expected. The statistically signiﬁcant
overrepresented site–site–residue–residue pairs are listed
in Table 3. For Ncaps, 5 of the 9 correlations with
Z-scores > 4 had a signiﬁcant number of expected counts
(>4). The strongest signiﬁcant Ncap anticorrelation is
AN1IN3, followed by proline–proline neighbors within sites
N20–N1. For Ccaps, 8 of the 23 correlations with Z > 4 had
a signiﬁcant number of expected counts. The two strongest
signiﬁcant Ccap anticorrelations (Z-scores <  3.5) involved
neighboring G, P residues in sites C10–C30, suggesting that
either G or P alone in the appropriate site is sufﬁcient to favor
Ccap formation.
Little overlap was found with the signiﬁcant pairs identiﬁed
by Goliaei and Minuchehr (4): they reported deviations of the
number of neighboring residue–residue pairs in caps from
expectations based on counts of the same residues occurring
as neighbors anywhere within their helix database, while we
addressed deviations from our ﬁrst-order motif description of
the caps themselves. Even if helices and caps were each well
described by ﬁrst-order motifs, one would still expect to ﬁnd,
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Figure 5. Examples of Ccap motifs (cf. Figure 4). The Gibbs–MMDB motif in (a) is defined by 5337 MMDB Ccaps selected from a total of 8628 via an unbiased
competition with the null motif. The frameshift motifs in (b) and (c) are defined by MMDB Ccaps allowing a ±1 residue shift. In (b), the competition with the null
motif was biased to select 5289 Ccaps, approximately the same number as in (a). In (c), unbiased competition with the null motif led to selection of 6854 Ccaps.
Table 3. Most overrepresented site–site–residue–residue pairs, obtained by
comparingsecond-ordermotifsto the expectations of the first-order frameshift
motifs of Figures 4c and 5c, using the same sets of defining examples
Feature Overrepresented site–site–residue–residue pairs
Ncap TN10EN2 IN30HN20 LNcapPN1 FN2NN3
NNcapTN2
Ccap GC20VC30 WC2EC10 FC3SC1 HC3LC1
DC2YCcap YC3KC30 GC20LC30 EC1YC10
Overrepresented pairs with Z-score > 4 and expected to have 4 or more counts
are reported.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 16 5349as they did, that nearest-neighbor frequencies in caps and
helices differ. We supply the full second-order motifs and
Z-score analyses (using various cap assignments and priors)
in Supplementary Data.
In terms of predictive ability, the full second-order motifs
(with or without frameshifts) showed only small improve-
ments in ROC and TPF500 scores. An intermediate description
in terms of a mixture of ﬁrst-order motifs (22) was also invest-
igated. Predictive ability in mixture models showed only mod-
est improvements, and peaked or leveled off between four and
six components, indicating that further components were
likely overﬁtting the training data. Use of a global second-
order prior, instead of the global amino acid frequencies, also
led to only modest improvement in ROC and TPF500 scores.
Adequacy of training set
We investigated how using a larger, weighted training set
inﬂuenced predictive ability. Motifs (of all types and of
lengths 7–13) deﬁned using the full set of sequences showed
only minor improvement in predictive ability over those
motifs obtained using the representative set of protein
sequences, even when testing with the full dataset.
DISCUSSION
Helix-cap sequence motifs have traditionally been identiﬁed
by ﬁrst applying structural criteria to identify Ncap and Ccap
sites (1–3). Amino acid frequencies are then calculated for
these and nearby sites. However, many applications of cap
motifs, e.g. secondary-structure prediction and protein design,
do not require precise structural identiﬁcation of the Ncap and
Ccap sites. Such applications may beneﬁt from a sequence-
based approach to ﬁnding cap motifs which is less dependent
onthe useof rigidstructural criteria. Here, we reportedsuchan
approach in which a structural deﬁnition of helix caps was
used as a starting point for a sequence-alignment-based def-
inition of Ncap and Ccap motifs. The motifs deﬁned in this
way were signiﬁcantly more informative, as measured by their
ability to predict helix caps, than traditional motifs based
solely on structural considerations. Indeed, our sequence-
based approach is foreshadowed in the original work of
Richardson and Richardson (1) in which their particular struc-
tural deﬁnition of the Ncap and Ccap sites was chosen to
‘... give the strongest and most position-speciﬁc amino
acid preferences’.
Our sequence-based approach to ﬁnding cap motifs com-
bined two distinct novel components: frameshifts and Gibbs
sampling. Frameshifts of ±1 residue were allowed with respect
to the MMDB structural assignments of Ncap and Ccap sites,
if these frameshifts increased the information content of
motifs. In this way, caps were aligned by sequence in addition
to structure. Gibbs sampling, in competition with a null motif,
was employed to select a self-consistent set of sequences
to deﬁne each cap motif. This selection of only the best
cap sequences is justiﬁed by the collective nature of protein
folding: some sequences form caps based on strong free-
energy preferences, while others are forced to form caps by
global folding constraints.
The optimal fraction of sequences used to deﬁne a motif
depends on the intended application. From Figure 3 it is clear
that using more sequences gives better overall predictions
(ROC scores) while using fewer sequences gives better top
predictions (TPF500 scores). For protein design, where the
objective is to identify a set of highly stable capping
sequences, motifs deﬁned by fewer sequences will perform
best. Speciﬁcally, for a competition among multiple
secondary-structure motifs, it is most important that each
motif’s top predictions (i.e. those most likely to be awarded
to that particular motif) are correct. Therefore, helix-cap
motifs deﬁned by a restricted set of sequences are likely to
be well suited for use within full secondary-structure predict-
ors. Moreover, some of the ambiguities found with our motifs
are also likely to be cleared up by the inclusion of motifs for
additional secondary-structure classes. For example, the con-
fusion of the MMDB Ncap motif by SheetN10 sequences and
of the MMDB Ccap motif by helix sequences (Table 1) might
be eliminated by competition with an Nsheet motif and a helix
motif, respectively.
While competition among motifs may improve cap predic-
tions within the context of entire proteins, our intent was to
identify sequences which tend to form caps independent of
context. We therefore focused on short motifs, in order to
separate cap-forming tendency from helix-forming tendency.
As shown in Table 2, longer motifs resulted in higher ROC
scores; however, the improvement beyond seven residues is
due almost entirely to information from the helical end of the
motif, i.e. the longer motifs work better by identifying helices,
not doing a better job identifying helix caps.
Comparison to previously described motifs
In Figure 6 we display, for ease of reference, frameshift motifs
alongside structurally deﬁned motifs from several sources,
including motifs derived from PDB assignments. Bear in
mind that our ±1 frameshift motifs constitute sharpened ver-
sions of their original MMDB structural assignments, and as
such should not be used to judge the ‘quality’ of any particular
geometric deﬁnition. More complete side-by-side comparis-
ons of motifs [PDB, MMDB and cap motifs from articles
(1–4)] may be found in Supplementary Data.
Our frameshift Ncap motif bears considerable resemblance
to the sequence motif corresponding to Kumar and Bansal’s
structurally deﬁned Ncaps (2) (DSSP cap assignments, adjus-
ted so that Oi Ni+4 distances were <3.5A ˚ and with changes
in the local helix axis restricted to <20 ). Both motifs capture
the well-known STNDGP preference at the ﬁrst non-helical
residue (as do the MMDB and PDB assignments, although not
as strongly).
For the Ccap, our frameshift motif resembles a sharpened
version of the original MMDB or PDB assignments as well as
the motif of (4) (based on DSSP assignments). All favor G at
C10 with P favored at C20. Richardson and Richardson (1),
using fewer sequences, found Ccap probabilities that resemble
our C10 probabilities.
Aurora and Rose (3) proposed 6–7 structural motifs, with
hydrophobicity patterns, for each helix cap. Our single
motifs may correspond to linear combinations of their
patterns. For our mixture models (see Supplementary Data),
the strongest concurrence with Aurora and Rose was for a
motif placing G at the C10 position. However, instead of a
separate proline-only motif, we found two motifs with
5350 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 16PGND at the Ncap. These two motifs were distinguished by
different residue probabilities within the helix. The best-
performing Ncap component had ST at N10 with EDQ at
N1 or N2.
Structures of top-scoring sequences
What do the structures of our top-scoring sequences really
look like? We viewed hundreds of the top-scoring sequences
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Figure 6. Comparison of frameshift sequence motifs (a and d) alongside sequence motifs based on rigid structural criteria. Ncap and Ccap are final helix-like
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Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 16 5351for length 7 motifs. Our true positives, by deﬁnition, are near
helix terminations as annotated by the MMDB. Interestingly,
for many false positives we found a single hydrogen bond
between two residues in a loop-like structure. In these
cases, our motifs confused isolated loops with helix termina-
tions. Indeed, within the top-scoring Ncaps, >90% had at least
one helix-like loop, even though the MMDB TPF500 values
suggested that only 60% form real Ncaps. This means that
many of our ‘false positives’ may in fact have strong cap-
forming tendencies. Wider motifs, or a global analysis (27)
(particularly one including an explicit helix predictor), might
help correctly identify these helix-like loops.
In our approach, all structural caps were treated equally.
However, manyof the reported capping structures involve turn
residues folded over to supply H-bonds or stabilizing hydro-
phobic interactions. Such caps are structurally unambiguous:
frameshifts of ±1 are structurally ‘far’. It might be useful to
avoid frameshifts for structurally unambiguous caps. Beyond
this, a next step might be to simultaneously and self-
consistently cluster by both sequence and structure, leading
to joint motifs as in (3).
CONCLUSION
Currently, the recommended approach to applications which
require predicting approximate cap positions is still to use one
ofthe manyexcellentsecondary structurepredictorstrainedby
strict structural criteria or concensus approaches (17). How-
ever, if applications require only approximate cap positions,
then in principle one should train a machine-learning method
from the outset to allow laxity in geometric criteria and gain
predictive ability from sequence information. As a demonstra-
tion of this principle, we presented a method of obtaining
self-consistent sequence motifs by allowing frameshifts of
±1 residue from an original set of structural assignments.
The method was applied to structurally based MMDB
helix-cap assignments. Allowing frameshifts signiﬁcantly
increased the information content of both Ncap and Ccap
motifs (Equation 1). The frameshift motifs yielded small
but consistent improvements (in ROC, TPF and generalization
ability) over their unshifted, structurally deﬁned counterparts.
The small increase of predictive power despite the large
increase in information content indicates that our frameshift
motifs are sharper but otherwise similar to the MMDB
structure-based motifs. High scoring sequences derived
from frameshift motifs may be useful in protein design.
Motif mixture models and second-order motifs, including
all site–site–residue–residue correlations, gave only minor
predictive improvements over single, ﬁrst-order motifs. This
means that a single ﬁrst-order motif, i.e. one that treats each
site in a helix cap as independent, provides a good physical
model for the tendency of sequences to form helix caps.
In practice, a global analysis of secondary structure,
possibly including the use of frameshift motifs for other
secondary-structural classes, will likely improve the perform-
ance of the helix-cap motifs obtained here.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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